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The Definition of Inherence
ˉvalıˉ as the Meta-text
in the Kirana
˙ˉrthadharmasamgraha
on the Pada
˙

Katsunori HIRANO

The Indian Philosophers mainly conveyed philosophical knowledge in the form of
commentary on an original text from generation to generation.1 To take an example
from the VaiZeSika of medieval India, we know the VyomavatI (Vy) of VyomaZiva (ca.
900–960), the NyAyakandalI (NK) of ZrIdhara (ca. 950–1000) and the KiraNAvalI (Kir)
of Udayana (ca. 1050–1100), which are the commentary texts on the
PadArthadharmasaMgraha (PDhS) of PraZastapAda (ca. 550–600),2 as, together, an
original text. As Hirano [2007] has already shown, when we apply “the configuration
of texts” to the above texts of the VaiZeSika, the PDhS can be regarded as the S-text,
and the commentary texts—the Vy, the NK, and the Kir—can be regarded as the
Meta-text, which is the interpretation assigned to the S-Text.3 Bearing the relationship
between the S-text and the meta-text in mind, Hirano [2009] presented an annotated
translation of the “chapter of inherence’s (samavAya) definition” in the NK in order to
show the mode of comment utilized therein. Strictly speaking, the portion of “the
definition of inherence” in the PDhS is held to be the S-text, and the comment portion
on it in the NK is considered to be the meta-text [Hirano, 2009].
This paper also holds the definition of inherence in the PDhS to be the S-text,
while the comment portion on it in the Kir is considered the meta-text. The translation
of the definition of inherence in the PDhS is as follows:
1
2
3

When I speak of “the original text,” I mean a text on which the commentary text makes
comment.
On the dating of authors referred to in this paper, see Potter (ed.) [1995a (1970)] and [1995b
(1977): 9–12]. When I have followed other sources for their dates, I have referred to the sources
in the footnotes.
The configuration of texts consists of the S-text, pre-text, inter-text, and para-text besides the
meta-text. The “pre-text” is a prerequisite for the S-Text’s existence. Plot, drafts, proofs and so
on are elements of the pre-text. The “inter-text” stands for the whole text, which is related via
quotation with the S-Text in a broad sense. The relationship between the S-Text and the intertext, then, is called “inter-textuality.” Finally, the “para-text” is the collection of other texts by
the same author. If only a portion of a text is regarded as the S-Text, the rest of the text is
regarded as the para-text. On the concept of the constituents of the texts, see Matsuzawa [2003:
27–28] and Hirano [2007].
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That which is the relation, being a cause of the idea “[this is] here (this is in
that),” between entities that fix without being separate [from each other], which
[stand as] the superstratum and the substratum, is inherence.4
(PDhS, no. 9: ayutasiddhAnAm AdhAryAdhArabhUtAnAM yaH sambandha
ihapratyayahetuH sa samavAyaH.)
In this paper I provide an annotated translation of the “definition of inherence”
chapter in the Kir with the same purpose as Hirano [2009]. We have the following
printed texts of the Kir:
A: KiraNAvalI by UdayanAcAryya with the Commentary of VardhamAnopAdhyAya,
Fasc. I–III, edited by M.M. Siva Chandra SArvvabhouma, Bibliotheca Indica:
A Collection of Oriental Works, Reprint, Calcutta: The Asiatic Society,
1989.
B: The Aphorisms of the VaiZeshika Philosophy by KaNAda with the Commentary of
PraZastapAda, and the Gloss of UdayanAcArya, edited by VindhyeZvarI PrasAda
DvivedI, Benares Sanskrit Series, Nos. 15, 50, 155, 156, and 157, Benares:
Braj Bhushan Das & Co., 1919.
G: KiraNAvalI by UdayanAcArya, edited and translated by GaurInAtha ZAstrI,
GaGgAnAthajhA GranthamAlA vol. 8, Varanasi: Research Institute,
Sampurnanand Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya, 1980.
O: PraZastapAdabhASyam with the Commentary KiraNAvalI of UdayanAcArya, edited
by J.S. Jetly, Gaekwad’s Oriental Series 154, Vadodara: Oriental Institute,
Reprint, 1991.
S: KiraNAvalIrahasyam of M.M. MathurAnAtha TarkavAgIZa, edited by GaurInAtha
ZAstrI, M.M. ZivakumAraZAstrI GranthamAlA vol. 4, Varanasi: Sampurnanand
Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya, 1981.
I have edited Udayana’s text, using the above five editions. Of these five, I have used
mainly the O edition. The passages from the other editions are given as variants in the
footnotes. When a passage of another edition is used, the passage of the O edition is
given as a variant. Based on the edited Udayana text, I make a translation of the
“definition of inherence” chapter in the Kir. In translating it, I have also consulted
three commentaries on the Kir: the KiraNAvalITIkA of BhaTTa VAdIndra (ca. 1225), the
KiraNAvalIprakAZa of VardhamAna (fl. 1350–1375), and the KiraNAvalIrahasya of

4

On the translation of inherence’s definition in the PDhS, JhA [1982 (1915): 32] translates it as
follows: “Inherence is the relationship subsisting among things that are inseparable, standing to
one another in the character of the container and the contained—such relationship being the
basis of the idea that ‘this is in that.’ ” Hirano [2009: 46] translates the inherence’s definition in
the PDhS into “The relation, which is a cause of the idea ‘[this is] here (this is in that),’ between
entities that are incapable of existing separately [and] that stand as the superstratum and the
substratum, is inherence.” In this paper, the translation has been modified based on the
understanding that the word, “AdhAryAdhArabhUtAnAM,” modifies the word, “ayutasiddhAnAm.”
Regading the role of “-bhUta” as making attributive substantive in the compound, see Whitney
[1997 (1924): 493] and Tubb and Boose [2007: 167–168].
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MathurAnAtha TarkavAgIZa (fl. 1550–1590).5
The synopsis of the chapter of inherence’s definition in the Kir is supplied for
convenient reference. This synopsis was made by myself, in consideration of the
contents of the Kir, elucidating information that is often implied but not explicitly
shown in the Sanskrit text itself.
In the translation, words enclosed by square brackets are words which I have
supplied. And words enclosed by round brackets are added to clarify the meaning or
significance of ambiguous words in the English translation, or are the original Sanskrit
words.
Regarding translations, while no scholar has yet completely translated the
chapter of inherence’s definition in the Kir into English, B. K. Matilal has offered a
summary in Potter (ed.) [1995b (1977): 590]. Honda [2009] has provided a Japanese
translation of the whole Kir.
The Synopsis of the Chapter of Inherence’s Definition
in the KiraNAvalI
[1] Entities that fix without being separate [from each other] (ayutasiddha)
[1.1] Consideration of ayutasiddha
[1.2] The relation of conjunction (saMyoga)
[2]	Entities that [stand as] the superstratum and the substratum
(AdhAryAdhArabhUta)
[3] A cause of the idea “[this is] here” (ihapratyayahetu)
Following this classification in the above synopsis, I will present a translation of the
chapter of inherence’s definition in the Kir.
[1] Entities that fix without being separate [from each other]
(ayutasiddha)
[1.1] Consideration of ayutasiddha6
Since inherence is single, there is no division [among inherence]. Therefore,
[PraZastapAda] describes the definition [of inherence, without mentioning its division,
as] “between entities that fix without being separate [from each other].” Since these
[entities] are not only inseparate (ayuta) [or] connected (prApta), but also fixed
5
6

Regarding the commentaries on the Kir and the dating of the three commentators, see Thakur
[2003: 295–298].
TEXT: samavAyasyaikatvAd vibhAgo (1nAstIti1) lakSaNam Aha ayutasiddhAnAm iti. ayutAH prAptAZ ca (2te
siddhAZ cety2) ayutasiddhAH prAptA eva santi (3na viyuktA3) iti yAvat. teSAM sambandhaH prAptilakSaNaH
samavAyaH.
VARIANTS: (1) S, na sambhavatIti; (2) A, G, S, siddhA iti; (3) A, G, nAprAptA.
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(siddha), [the word] ‘ayutasiddhAH’ means [that those entities] are only connected with
[and] are not separated [from each other]. The relation between them is inherence,
which is of a character of connection (prApti).7
[1.2] The relation of conjunction (saMyoga)8
The relation of conjunction is excluded by virtue of it (the word, ‘ayutasiddhAH’),9
since it (the relation of conjunction) is preceded by non-connection (aprApti).10
Accordingly, the definition that “inherence is eternal connection” is very suitable.
[PraZastapAda] will state that there is no eternal conjunction.11 On the other hand,
inherence is eternal.12

7

Connection (prApti) means direct relation; that is to say, where there is nothing in between two
relata. On the concept of connection, to quote Shastri [1993: 146, n. 51], “Relation means getting
into contact, and this implies direct relation. In other words, the two relata of which are not
intervened by any other entities except the relation that is the direct relation. Both saFyoga and
samavAya are direct relations, because nothing intervenes between the relata of the above two
relations. In contrast to this the relation between the son and the farther may be cited. The two
are related by the relation of janya-janaka-bhava [bhAva] (the son is off-spring and the farther is
progenitor) but their relation is not the direct relation—time and space intervening between the
two.”
8 TEXT: tena (1saMyogasambandho1) vyavacchinnaH, (2tasyAprAptipUrvakatvAt2). tathA ca (3nityA prAptiH3)
samavAya iti lakSaNaM sUcitaM (4bhavati4). ajasaMyogAbhAvo vakSyate, samavAyasya nityatvaM ca.
VARIANTS: (1) A, sambandho; B, O, G, saMyogo; (2) A, tasyAprAptipravarttakatvAt; (3) A, G, S,
nityaprAptiH; (4) A, G, S omit.
9 The KiraNAvalIrahasya (p. 88,8–9) comments that tena indicates siddha in the word of ayutasiddha
(siddhaviZeSaNaprayojanam Aha teneti. arthataH siddhaviZeSanopAdanenety arthaH).
10 The PDhS (no. 168) defines conjunction as follows: “conjunction is connection of two entities
that were not connected (aprAptayoH prAptiH saMyogaH).” The Kir comments on this definition as
follows: “connection (prApti) means touching. And since it (connection) is also inherence, [the
words] “of two entities that were not connected” is mentioned [in the PDhS]. However, inherence
does not exist between two entities that were not connected, since the moment [one entity]
emerges it is related to [the other entity]. A touch of two entities that exist and were not
connected is conjunction, whereas inherence is not so. Therefore, it (inherence) is excluded.”
(Kir (O), 145, 3–6: prAptiH saMZleSaH. sa ca samavAyo ’pIty ato uktam aprAptayor iti. samavAyas tv
aprAptayor na bhavaty eva, jAtaH sambaddhaZ cety ekakAlatvAt vidyamAnayor aprAptayoH saMZleSaH
saMyogaH. samavAyas tu naivam ity asya vyavacchedaH). Moreover, the PDhS (no. 183) defines
disjunction (vibhAga) as follows: “disjunction is non-connection which is preceded by connection
[among two entities]” (prAptipUrvikA ’prAptir vibhAgaH).
11 The PDhS (no. 178) denies unborn and eternal conjunction in the chapter of conjunction (nAsty
ajaH saMyogo nityaparimaNDalavat pRthag anabhidhAnAt. yathA caturvidhaM parimANam utpAdyam
uktvAha nityaM parimaNDalam ity evam anyatarakarmajAdisaMyogam utpAdyam uktvA pRthaG nityaM
brUyAn na tv evam abravIt tasmAn nAsty ajaH saMyogaH).
12 Udayana admits that both inherence and conjunction are connection, but does not admit that
conjunction is eternal. Therefore, adding the word ‘eternal’ to connection, conjunction can be
distinguished from inherence. According to the statement in [1.1], we may say that the entities
between which conjunction subsists are in the condition of inseparate or connected, but are not
in the condition of fixed or firm since these entities are not constantly in the condition of
inseparate or connected.
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[2] Entities that [stand as] the superstratum and the substratum
(AdhAryAdhArabhUta)13
[Inclusion of] the relation, which is characterized by the state of the denoted and the
denoter etc., [in the concept of inherence] would not result by virtue of the very word
of ‘connection’ (prApti).14 In order to make this clear, [PraZastapAda says,] “between
entities that [stand as] the superstratum and the substratum.” In other words, [the
relation] of the superstratum and the substratum [occurs] naturally and not by
accidental attribute.15
[3] A cause of the idea “[this is] here” (ihapratyayahetu)16
In this [definition, PraZastapAda] describes a means of getting valid cognitions
(pramANa): a cause of the idea “[this is] here (this is in that).” It means that such ideas
as “the cloth is in the threads,” “whiteness is in the cloth,” “cowness is in the cow,”
and so forth, which do not occur by virtue of something other than relation, prove [the
real existence of] it (inherence).17
13 TEXT: prAptipadenaiva (1vAcyavAcakAdibhAvalakSaNaH1) (2sambandho2) na prasajyate. etadeva
spaSTayati AdhAryAdhArabhUtAnAm iti. (3svabhAvAd3) (4AdhAryAdhArANAM4) na tv Agantukena dharmeNety
arthaH.
VARIANTS: (1) B, O, vAcyavAcakabhAvAdilakSaNaH; G, vAcyavAcakAdibhAvalakSaNasambandho; (2)
G omits; (3) B, O, svabhAvata; (4) A, G, S, AdhAryAdhAraNaM.
14 Udayana defines inherence as “eternal connection.” The word, “eternal,” cannot exclude the
relation of the denoted and the denoter from the concept of inherence, since it is also eternal.
The reason for its eternality is that the relation of denoted and denoter is dependent on the desire
of God, which itself is eternal. See the KiraNAvalIprakAZa (p. 134,5–6): prAptipadeneti. na ca
nityapadeNaiva tannirAsaH. asyeZvarecchArUpatayA nityatvAt. Therefore, Udayana insists that the
relation should be excluded by the word, “connection.” Regarding this, see Shastri [1993: 129].
Moreover, as we pointed out regarding the concept of connection in notes 7 and 12, this includes
conjunction and inherence but excludes another relation that is self-linking relation
(svarUpasambandha). The denoted and the denoter are included in self-linking relation, so this is
not applied to the definition of inherence by virtue of the word, connection. Regarding the
difference between self-linking relation and conjunction/ inherence, Jha [1990: xxv–xxix]
explains this based on the Navya nyAya doctrine.
15 We can see Udayana’s thought that the relation of the denoted and the denoter is established by
accidental attribute. According to the NyAya-VaiZeSika, the relation of the denoted and the
denoter is not natural, but conventional. That is to say, the relation occurs not naturally, but
through the accidental attribute of the convention (saMketa) via the will of God. On this point see
Raja [2000 (1963): 19–25] and DhuNdhirAja’s interpretation of the definition of inherence in the
PadArthadharmasaMgraha (C) (p. 5). On the contrary, since the relation of the superstratum and
the substratum occurs naturally, it can exclude the relation of the denoted and the denoter from
the concept of inherence.
16 TEXT: (1tatra1) pramANam Aha ihapratyayahetur iti. iha tantuSu (2paTa2) iha paTe Zuklatvam iha gavi
gotvam ityAdayaH (3pratyayAH3) sambandham (4antareNAnupapadyamAnAs4) taM vyavasthApayantIty
arthaH.
VARIANTS: (1) B, O omits; (2) G, paTaH; (3) A omits; (4) S, antareNAnupapannAs.
17 The VaiZeSika is marked by realism. Realism holds that the outer world is independent of
cognition, and that the existence of an outer object precedes the occurrence of its cognition. See
Phillips [1997 (1996): 1]. When the idea “blue color is in a pot,” which is caused by the relation
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